1. E ective one-way and two-way gossip algorithms for d-dimensional grids, d 2, are designed.
Introduction
The study and the comparison of the computational power of distinct interconnection networks as candidates for the use as parallel architectures for existing parallel computers is an intensively investigated research branch of current computation theory. One of the fundamental approaches helping to search for the best (most e ective) structures of interconnection networks is the study of the communication facilities of networks (i.e., of the complexity (e ectivity) of solving fundamental communication tasks of information dissemination). Some of the basic communication tasks are broadcast, accumulation and gossip (an overview of the study of their complexity according to one-way and two-way communication modes can be found in HHL88, HKMP93] ). This paper continues the study of the dissemination of information in one-way vertex-disjoint paths mode (1VDP mode) and in two-way vertex-disjoint paths mode (2VDP mode) as introduced in Fa80, FHMMM94, HKS93] . While in FHMMM94, HKS93] the basic problems connected with broadcast in VDP modes are solved, and Hromkovi c et al. HKS93 ] have studied gossiping in paths, complete graphs, and hypercube-like networks, we concentrate on gossiping in d-dimensional grids here. Now, we recall the basic de nitions and notations from HKS93]. We consider the three basic tasks, broadcast, accumulation, and gossip which can be described as follows. Assume that each vertex (processor) in a graph (network) has some piece of information. The cumulative message of G is the set of all pieces of information originally distributed in all vertices of G. To solve the broadcast accumulation] problem for a given graph G and a vertex
We call attention to the fact that the study of vertex-disjoint paths modes is not only of theoretical interest, but also of practical relevance. The Transputer Networks FLMLB92] as well as recon gurable networks BAPRS91] allow an implementation of the vertex-disjoint paths mode considered here. The study of the gossip problem in grids is of special interest because the large Transputer Networks have the grid architecture. On the other hand, the communication in vertex-disjoint modes is very close to the practically well-motivated wormhole routing model DS87, KK79, ALMN91] . The main di erence between these two models is that we roughly measure the time complexity as the number of executed communication rounds independent of the amount of information communicated and of the length of the paths activated, while the time complexity used for wormhole routing measures the length of the message submitted as well as the length of the activated path. But our complexity measure can be relevant to real parallel computers too, if one considers computers where time for synchronization and path activation is more essential (greater) than the time needed for the transfer of several pieces of information via the activated paths. On the other hand, if one computes a function instead of realizing a gossip and each vertex of the network makes some precomputations on available data, then our complexity measure is adequate for precomputations with the length of results restricted by some constant. These kinds of communication problems are e.g. implemented in the control network of the CM-5 architecture Le+92] . The following notation is xed throughout the paper. For any connected graph G = (V; E), V (G) = V denotes the set of vertices of G, and E(G) = E denotes the set of edges of G.
R(G) = minfround(A) j A is a gossip algorithm in 1VDP mode for Gg; and R 2 (G) = minfround(A) j A is a gossip algorithm in 1VDP mode for Gg:
We set b = (1 + p 5)=2. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 informally presents the main algorithmic ideas and lower bound proof techniques used in the subsequent sections. Section 3 deals with gossiping in the d-dimensional grid (1 + (log b 2)=2) blog 2 nc + 7 = 1:72::: log 2 n + O(1):
Note that it is shown in the rst part HKS93] that the two-way (one-way) gossip complexity of each graph of n nodes having a hamiltonian path lies between log 2 n and 2 log 2 n (1:44::: log 2 n and 2 log 2 n). We observe that the gossip complexity of two-dimensional grids approximately lies in the middle of these intervals, and that R(Gr d n ) and R 2 (Gr d n ) tend towards the gossip complexity of complete graphs with growing d. Section 4 presents a lower bound method providing (5) R 2 (G n;k ) 2 log 2 n ? log 2 k ? log 2 log 2 n ? 4 for any graph G n;k of n nodes and vertex bisection k.
This yields a tight lower bound to (1): (6) R 2 (Gr d n ) (1 + 1=d) log 2 n ? log 2 log 2 n ? 4 for any d 2.
A comparison of (1) and (6) shows that R 2 (Gr d n ) = (1 + 1=d) log 2 n ? (log 2 log 2 n) for any constant d 3. Especially, we get from (5):
(7) R 2 (Pl n ) 1:5 log 2 n ? log 2 log 2 n ? 8 for any planar graph Pl n of n nodes.
Thus, comparing (3) with (7) we see that the 2-dimensional grid is a very good structure for gossiping among all planar structures. The lower bound method presented in Section 4 is unable to distinguish between the one-way and the two-way mode, and so the provided lower bounds for the 1VDP mode are not tight to the upper bounds in (2),(4). To overcome this di culty we develop in Section 5 a new lower bound method enabling to prove at least the lower bound (8) R(Pl n )
(1 + (log b 2)=2) log 2 n ? (2 ? log b 2) log 2 log 2 n ? O(1) = 1:72::: log 2 n ? O(log 2 log 2 n):
if restricting the class of all gossip algorithms to some subclass of so-called \well-structured" gossip algorithms (as de ned in Section 2). Comparing (4) and (8) we see again that Gr 2 n is one of the best graphs for one-way \well-structured" gossiping among all planar graphs. Note that all algorithms designed here and in HKS93] are \well-structured".
Basic concepts
The aim of this section is to describe the methods used to get upper and lower bounds on the complexity of gossiping in the networks investigated. To get the upper bounds we use a method designing so-called \three-phase algorithms" introduced in HKS93]. This method is based on the choice of a set a(G) of so-called accumulation points from V (G). In the rst accumulation phase, a three-phase algorithm A accumulates the whole information in the nodes of a(G). In the second gossip phase, A realizes gossip on the nodes in a(G) using the connections leading via nodes in V (G) ? a(G). In the third broadcast phase, the nodes of a(G) disseminate the cumulative message (i.e. the set of all pieces of information originally distributed in all vertices of G) in the whole network G. For a more detailed description of three-phase algorithms, see HKS93]. The second phase of a three-phase algorithm designed here corresponds unambiguously to a gossip algorithm on a complete graph of ja(G)j nodes in the classical one-way and twoway modes. When A is the three-phase algorithm and C is the gossip algorithm on the complete graph corresponding to the second phase of A, we say that C is implemented in the second phase of A. As already shown in HKS93] and again certi ed here, the concept of three-phase algorithms does not only lead to e ective (sometimes even optimal) algorithms in VDP modes, but it also provides a well-structured form of algorithms for a lucid implementation. The lower bound techniques used here are of two distinct kinds. Roughly speaking, the rst one (used for graphs with a given vertex bisection in Section 4) is based on estimates of how much information must and can ow through the vertices of a minimal vertex bisection of a given graph in a given number of rounds in order to complete the gossip task. This technique provides good lower bounds for the 2VDP mode, but is too rough for the 1VDP mode. The second technique for the 1VDP mode works only for three-phase gossip algorithms and uses other, special considerations related to bisection width and embeddings into planar graphs.
Gossiping in the Grid
In this section we will establish upper bounds on the gossip complexity in grids. All presented algorithms will follow the three{phase design. ; m?j+1], respectively, are vertex-disjoint is trivial. Since furthermore recursive calls that have to be performed in parallel work on disjoint subgrids, each communication round is performed in VDP mode. Clearly, log 2 m levels of recursion, i.e. log 2 m rounds are required. We now turn our attention to the one{way mode of communication. Let us rst recall the optimal one{way gossip algorithm introduced in EM89]. Let m = 2`. The set of processors is partitioned into two groups P and Q of size`each. We assume in the following algorithm that the processors are denoted by P 2 Next we will improve the upper bound on the gossiping complexity of d{dimensional grids in the two{way mode for d 3. This improvement is obtained by a three{phase algorithm with decreased accumulation components. Each accumulation component will consist of 8m= q log 2 m nodes, and the set of accumulation nodes therefore will be of size The algorithm in Lemma 3.1 can now be derived from the one above by embedding the log 2 m{dimensional hypercube in an m m grid such that all edges of the same dimension are embedded as vertex{disjoint paths. This is exactly the strategy we will employ here again, but we exploit the freedom of the third dimension for an embedding in a grid of smaller size. nodes in block B i . Using Sterling's approximation of n! it easily follows that each B i consists of at most m= q log 2 m nodes. Now we have to establish the communication by a set of disjoint paths. We rst choose 2m= q log 2 m one{dimensional grids parallel to R, called tracks, such that any of these tracks can be reached from node r; 1; 1] without crossing any other track, and using exclusively edges of the 2p 2q subgrid r; x 2 ; x 3 ]. Note that any second one{dimensional subgrid parallel to R has to be chosen as a track. One possible choice is illustrated in Figure 3 , where we have chosen those subgrids as tracks with x 2 even and simultaneously x 3 2q ? 2 and those with x 3 = 2q. It is easy to prove that this scheme always selects 2pq > 2m= q log 2 m tracks being reachable from R in the required fashion. In the following we assume that the tracks are numbered from 1 to 2m= q log 2 m. In the general case, where m is no power of two, we choose 2 (d?2)blog mc+2(b1=2logm+1=4 log log mc)?3 accumulation components of approximately equal size. One easily veri es that the size of each component can be bounded by 2 blog mc?b1=2logm log mc+d+5 . This means that we can essentially run the algorithm for grids of sidelength 2 blog mc except that the accumulation and the broadcast phase require additional 2d + 2 rounds. Thus Theorem 3.3 follows.
4 A Lower Bound for Two-Way Gossiping
Here, we will derive lower bounds for gossiping in grids. For this purpose, we will prove a general lower bound for graphs with bounded vertex bisection width and then apply this result to grids. Using this approach, we will show the e ectivity of our grid algorithms in the 2VDP mode, and also demonstrate that the 2{dimensional grid belongs to the best structures among all planar graphs for gossiping in the 2VDP mode. )jj 1). Now, the idea of the lower bound proof for graphs with bounded vertex bisection width is to estimate how much information must and can ow through the vertices of a minimal bisection in a given number of rounds in order to complete the gossip task.
Lemma 4.1 Let G n;k be a graph of n nodes and vertex bisection k. Then R 2 (G n;k ) 2 log 2 n ? log 2 k ? log 2 log 2 n ? 4:
Proof. Let us rst assume that n is a power of 2. Denote the left half of the bisection by A, the right half by B (i.e. jAj; jBj = n=2) and the vertices of the bisector by V (jV j = k). Note that after i rounds, 0 i < log 2 n, each node can have at most 2 i informations. Hence, in round i + 1 at most k 2 i informations can ow from A to B via the bisector V . Also, the number of informations from A already present in B after i rounds, can at most be doubled in round i + 1. Hence, we have I(i + 1) = 2 I(i) + k 2 i for all 0 i < log 2 n:
An easy induction shows that I(i) = i k 2 i?1 for all 0 i log 2 n:
Thus, after log 2 n rounds, we have I(log 2 n) = (n=2) k log 2 n. After i rounds, i log 2 n, each node in A can have at most n=2 informations from A. Hence, in round i + 1 at most k n=2 informations can ow from A to B via the bisector V . Hence, we have I(i + 1) = 2 I(i) + n 2 k for all i log 2 n: Again, it can easily be shown by induction that I(i) = n 2 k 2 i?log 2 n log 2 n + 2 i?log 2 n ? 1 for all i > log 2 n:
As we have seen above, the condition n 2 k 2 t?log 2 n log 2 n + 2 t?log 2 n ? 1 = I(t) n 2 2 must hold for any gossip scheme running in t rounds. This can only be true if t 2 log 2 n ? log 2 k ? log 2 log 2 n ? 2 holds.
If n is not a power of 2, then there is a subgraph G n 0 ;k of G n;k of n 0 = 2 blog 2 nc nodes and vertex bisection k in which gossiping has to be performed. As proved above, this takes at least 2 log 2 n 0 ? log 2 k ? log 2 log 2 n 0 ? 2 = 2 blog 2 nc ? log 2 k ? log 2 blog 2 nc ? 2 2 log 2 n ? log 2 k ? log 2 log 2 n ? 4 rounds. n ) = (1 + 1=d) log 2 n ? (log 2 log 2 n) for any constant d 3.
Lipton (ii) R 2 (Pl n ) 1:5 log 2 n ? log 2 log 2 n ? 8.
A Lower Bound for One-Way Gossiping
The drawback of the lower bound technique successfully used in the previous sections for graphs with a given bisection is that it does not distinguish between the two-way mode and the one-way mode. So, this method is not able to provide tight lower bounds on R(G) for graphs G for which the two-way mode is much more powerful than the one-way mode (which is often the case). We were also not able to modify this technique to provide higher lower bounds by restricting the two-way mode to the one-way mode. (Note that the same problem persists in the standard one-way mode, for which only a few nontrivial lower bounds are known CKV92, HJM93, HHL88, HKMP93].) Instead of this we have developed another method providing reasonable lower bounds on one-way gossiping (R(G)) by the following additional assumptions:
(1') Every gossip algorithm must be a three-phase algorithm. (2') The second phase of any three-phase algorithm must be an implementation of the optimal gossip algorithm in the complete graph K m given in EM89] for some m 2 N.
Note that all gossip algorithms designed for VDP modes until now have the above stated properties (1') and (2'), and their properties lead to simple understanding of the algorithms as well as to an easy implementation. This is also the reason why we are interested in deriving lower bounds for the one-way gossip complexity in this restricted class of gossip algorithms. Thus, the lower bound derived in this section provides the knowledge that if there exists a better 1VDP gossip algorithm for Gr 2 n than the algorithm of Theorem 3.2, then to search for it one needs to change the design method used here. The rough, informal idea of our lower bound proof is to show that the number of nodes of any planar graph G having a gossip algorithm with the properties (1') and (2') must be large in comparison with the number of nodes in a(G). This means that there must exist a large component, and so the rst phase and the third phase of the gossip algorithm must take a lot of time. The basic, formal idea of this lower bound proof method is based on the following technical lemma. Let, for any graph G, bis(G) denote the bisection width of G.
Lemma 5.1 Let A be a gossip algorithm in a graph G m = (V; E) of m nodes in the standard one-way mode. Let goss(G m ; A) = (V; E 0 ) be a subgraph of G m containing all edges of E activated at least in one round of A. Let B be a three-phase gossip algorithm in the 1VDP mode in a planar graph G n = ( V ; E) of n nodes (n m), where the second phase of B is an implementation of A on m nodes of G n . Then, there exists a constant d ( Due to the assumption (2') that the three-phase one-way gossip algorithms under consideration implement the optimal gossip algorithm C EM89] on K m , we are interested to learn about bis(goss(K m ; C)). For convenience, we give some notation enabling to describe goss(K m ; C). Let De nition 5.2 Let`2 IN; m = 2`. The graph goss(K m ; C) = (V; E) is a bipartite graph with vertices V = P Q, P = fp 1 ; : : :; p`g and Q = fq 1 ; : : :; q`g. Let k be chosen such that F k <` F k+1 . Then the set of directed edges is given by E = E 1 E 2 E 3 E 4 , where To obtain a lower bound we apply the following strategy. We embed each edge of the complete, directed graph on vertices P Q as a path into goss(K m ; C). If the congestion of each edge e, i.e. the number of paths containing e, is bounded by c, then obviously (m=2) 2 =c is a lower bound on the bisection width of goss(K m ; C). We will see that the embedding can be constructed in such a way that c 5=2 m, thus yielding a lower bound of m=10 on the bisection width. We will discuss the embedding of edges (q i ; q i+j ) for 1 i <`in detail. The embedding of (p i ; q i+j ) uses (p i ; q i ) as the rst edge and is then continued exactly the same way as edge (q i ; q i+j ). The embedding of the remaining edges, namely those with targets in P, is symmetric. The embedding of edges (q i ; q i+j ), i.e of the complete, directed graph on vertices of Q is given in two steps. First we embed the complete graph into an auxiliary graph, called Proof. Let sources(e) = fv j there is a path starting at v and using eg, let targets(e) = fv j there is a path ending in v and using eg. Now let S(d) (T(d), resp.) be the maximal cardinality of sources(e) (targets(e), resp.) for any d{dimensional edge e. Then S(d) T(d) is obviously an upper bound on the congestion of d{dimensional edges. The congestion of any d{dimensional edge of goss(K m ; C) under this embedding is easily seen to be two. The edges of the form (q i ; p i ), E 2 {edges, have congestion one, while the edges from E 1 are not used at all. Combining these two embeddings yields an embedding of the complete, directed graph on vertex set Q into goss(K m ; C) with congestion 2F k?1 for E 3 { and E 4 {edges, congestion F k?1 for E 2 {edges, and congestion 0 for E 1 {edges. The embedding of edges being directed from P into Q doubles the congestion of each edge and adds a congestion of`to any E 1 {edge. This is because for edge (p i ; q i+j ) exactly the same embedding as for (q i ; q i+j ) is used, except for an additional rst edge originating from E 1 . The remaining edges, namely those having their targets in P, are embedded in a strictly similar way. This yields an additional congestion of 4F k?1 for E 3 { and E 4 {edges, of 2F k?1 for E 1 {edges, and of`for E 2 {edges. Summarizing we obtain an embedding of the complete, directed graph on vertex set P Q into goss(K m ; C) with a congestion of 8F k?1 for E 3 { and E 4 {edges and of 2F k?1 +`< 8F k?1 for E 1 { and E 2 {edges. Therefore we conclude Lemma 5.5 Let m; k be positive integers such that F k < m=2 F k+1 . Then Now, we are ready to present our lower bound. Theorem 5.6 Let Pl n be any planar graph of n nodes, n 2 N, and let B be a one-way gossip algorithm on Pl n with the properties (1') and (2'). Then, round(B) (1 + (log b 2)=2) log 2 n ? (2 ? log b 2) log 2 log 2 n ? d 3 for some constant d 3 independent of n.
Proof. Let = 2 log 2 n ? (2 ? log b 2) log 2 m 2 log 2 n ? (2 ? log b 2) log 2 (d 2 p n log 2 n) = (1 + (log b 2)=2) log 2 n ? (2 ? log b 2) log 2 log 2 n ? d 3 for some constant d 3 . 2
Since Theorem 3.2 claims that R(Gr 2 n ) (1 + (log b 2)=2) blog 2 nc + 7, one sees that twodimensional grids belong to the planar graphs with the quickest gossiping.
Conclusion
In this paper we have designed two-way and one-way gossip algorithms for d-dimensional grids, and in some cases we have established also tight lower bounds.
The most interesting open problems we see left are the following:
1. We have 1:5 log 2 n?log 2 log 2 n?O(1) R 2 (Gr 2 n ) 1:5 log 2 n+O(1) for two-dimensional grids and R 2 (Gr d n ) = (1 + 1=d) log 2 n ? (log 2 log 2 n) for d 3. Is it possible to save O(log 2 log 2 n) rounds in the 2-dimensional case (by some more elaborated technique), or can the lower bound 1:5 log 2 n ? O(1) be achieved? 2. A more powerful lower bound proof method for one-way gossip should be found. The interest is especially in removing the factor ?O(log 2 log 2 n) from the lower bound of Theorem 5.6 as well as in a generalization of the result of Theorem 5.6, providing the same lower bound by weaker restrictions on the class of one-way gossip algorithms (for instance, by removing the restriction (2') from the assumptions of Theorem 5.6).
